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Scene 1: Kelly (the story's protagonist) reluctant to get up is surprised by what her clock says

Panel 1: Shows Kelly, all curled up in her twin size bed.  She has the flower print covers over her head and 
her hands are covering her ears trying to ignore the sound of the alarm clock. The alarm clock is not shown. 
Kelly obviously does not want to get up. Kelly's feet hang off the end of the bed. View is from the front of the 
bed looking at the end of the bed. (As if someone was sitting next to Kelly on the bed and looking at her 
feet.) 

Kelly (narration) Falling in and out of sleep,
I denied the clock existed.

Alarm Clock (OP) beep beep beep.

Panel 2: Shows the alarm clock but not what the alarm clock reads because the alarm clock is shown at an 
obscure angle. Although what the clock reads cannot be read it can be seen that something is written on the 
clock. Also from this panel it is hard to tell where exactly the alarm clock  resides in Kelly's room. The alarm 
clock is even louder. The back of the alarm clock should be visible. The front of the alarm clock should be 
barely visible.

Kelly (narration) The clock didn't like that.

Alarm Clock BEEP! BEEP! BEEP!

Panel 3: Kelly reaches her hand out of the sheets and slams it on the cedarwood drawer  that is situtated 
next to her bed. Kelly thought the alarm clock was there. Panel focuses mostly on Kelly's hand and the 
drawer. View is from the front of the drawer. Kelly's fist and arm should be seen from a side view.

Kelly (narration) I aimed for the 
snooze button...

Sfx Smack!!

Alarm Clock (OP) BEEP!! BEEP!! BEEP!!

Panel 4: Kelly looks to the far side of the room and sees the alarm clock there on her desk  that has some of 
her college textbooks. What the college textbooks say cannot be read because they are too far away. What 
the alarm clock reads cannot be read either. Kelly is holding her hand with her other hand. View is a 3/4th 
view from behind Kelly. Kelly is barely sitting up in the bed. She is almost lying down.

Kelly (narration)       Mr. Clock wanted me up.
      It wasn't taking "no" for an answer.

Alarm Clock BEEP!! BEEP!! BEEP!!

Panel 5: Kelly lowers the bed sheets and glares at the alarm clock which is OP.
             Kelly has a bad case of bed head. Kelly looks really tired. Kelly's hair is a mess.

Panel 6: Shows the clock face "staring" back at Kelly  with the words "Five Hours" in bright blue letters. Panel 
focuses on the clock face.

Kelly (narration)     Those words did the alarm's job.
    And they did it even better.

Alarm Clock   BEEP!! BEEP!! BEEP!!



Panel 7: Kelly tip toes her way across the room. She manages to avoid the mess of underwear empty chip 
bags, and electronics. Panel should focus on Kelly's feet. Kelly is wearing long pajama pants. The pajama 
pants are purple with blue flower prints (a different type of flower than from her bed. A much more simple 
design.)
 
Kelly (narration) I wasn't expecting anything

besides retina-burning digital numerals.

Alarm Clock BEEP!! BEEP!! BEEP!!
         

Panel 8: Kelly's hand reaches for the snooze button on the alarm clock. View is from behind the alarm  clock 
looking up at Kelly. Kelly's hand should look bigger than her head because it is closer to the alarm clock than 
her head is. Kelly is wearing a matching pajama long sleeve button up shirt to match with her pajama pants.
The back and top of the alarm clock should be visible. The snooze button  is on the top of the alarm clock. 
The cord of the alarm clock can be seen.

Kelly (narration) I think the clock's still mad.

Alarm Clock BEEP!!! BEEP!!! BEEP!!!



Scene 2: Kelly presses the snooze button but something happens she doesn't expect.

Panel 1: Kelly's finger presses down on the snooze button. Sparks fly out of the clock. A surge of electricity 
races up Kelly's finger to her arm. View is from  Kelly's elbow looking down at her finger. Kelly's arm is 
vertically in the air. The rest of Kelly aside from her arm cannot be seen. It should look like Kelly is looking 
down her arm, to her fingers, to the snooze button on the alarm clock. The front or back of the alarm clock 
cannot be seen. The top can be seen and the cord of the alarm clock can be seen.

Kelly (narration)          The assault on my ears stopped.
         Mission silence the clock had succeded...

Panel 2: The surge of electricity travels up Kelly's arm to her head. In the background Kelly's bedroom has 
been replaced by a Chinese alarm clock factory where a nine year old Chinese girl is assembling the alarm 
clock while humming a song. 3/4ths view of Kelly and the panel cuts off at where her stomach would be.
The surge of electricity should cause Kelly's head to jerk back awkwardly.  Kelly's alarm clock is still shown 
along with the desk it is on. Her college textbooks are to the side of her alarm clock.

Kelly (narration) I didn't know the girl.
I didn't know the tune.

Panel 3: Close up of the nine year old Chinese girl's petite little hands  creating the alarm clock almost as if 
she was sculpting the next "David". Kelly should not be shown in this panel. 

 
Kelly (narration) (OP) She didn't know the instruction booklet

with every single language but my own 
was going to be the first thing I trashed.

Panel 4: Kelly's hand is no longer touching the alarm clock and she just stares at the clock. Kelly's room is 
back to normal. Kelly is dumb founded. 3/4ths view of Kelly that is similar to Panel 2. Kelly should look as if 
she is slowly retracting her hand away.

 
Kelly (narration) My "Strange Morning Alert" scale

had reached "Level Orange" today.

Panel 5: Kelly picks up the alarm clock. Next to the alarm clock is a empty roll of duct tape. The duct tape 
was in between the college textbooks and the alarm clock.  A surge of electricity once more goes up Kelly's 
arms. Kelly is holding the  alarm clock with both hands which are perpendiclar to her chest. View is from the 
perspective of Kelly looking down at the clock she is holding. The front of the alarm clock where the clock 
face is should not be facing up.

Kelly (narration) The display still read "Five Hours".
Fantastic. Maybe I need a MRI for my head.

Panel 6: Kelly is now sitting on the floor cross legged and sets the alarm clock down. The surge of electricity 
stops going up Kelly's arm. Worms eye view. Kelly's alarm clock should be closer to the reader than Kelly is.

Kelly (narration) Maybe the electricity was the problem?
 Solution? Unplug the stupid clock.

Panel 7: Kelly pulls the plug of the alarm clock from the outlet socket in the wall. Panel focuses on the plug 
and outlet and Kelly's hand which is grippin the plug. The outlet is underneath Kelly's desk. One or two of the 
"legs" of the desk can be seen.



Scene 3: Kelly discovers whenever she touches something she learns it's history. Last panel Kelly is walking 
to her car.

Panel 1: Kelly is holding the unplugged alarm clock and still receives a electrical shock from it. In the 
background, Kelly's room has been replaced by the alarm clock manufacturers the plastic case for the alarm 
clock is being cast and cut. Front view of Kelly. Kelly is kneeling but the panel cuts off at the base of her neck 
and shoulders.

 
Kelly (narration) Interesting, so that's the process

 of creating this little noise box.
 

Panel 2: Kelly sets down the alarm clock on the floor and looks at the wooden drawer (next to her bed) 
across the room. View is from the wooden drawer looking at Kelly. 

Kelly (narration)   Okay, trance time is over.
  I need to get to work. 

Panel 3: As Kelly opens the drawer, the background of her room has been replaced  by the drawing 
"remembering" when it was once a tree. Profile view of Kelly opening the drawer. Kelly is standing up but she 
leans forward to open the drawer.

Kelly (narration) The drawer told me it's life story.
From cedarwood to carpenter's work.
I was glad to be it's first owner.

Panel 4: Shows a pile of clothes, which are Kelly's pajamas,  on the floor.  Kelly is getting dressed off panel. 
The pajamas are next to her bed.

Kelly (narration) I didn't bother listening to
the clothes rant as I dressed...

Panel 5: Shows a window in Kelly's room. The blinds of the window are open and the sun is shining. Outside 
can be seen a 1981 Dodge Omni. Kelly lives in an apartment complex and she is on the second floor.

Panel 6: Scene jumps forwards to Kelly walking briskly to her car (the 1981 Dodge Omni) Panel focuses on 
Kelly's shoes on the concrete pavement. (Kelly is wearing her shoes) Kelly's car is parked two parking 
spaces away from the sidewalk. Kelly's car is not shown in this panel. The sidewalk is in behind Kelly.

Kelly (narration) Cotton never did have
 much of a social life...

Panel 7: Kelly opens the hood of her car and receives a electric shock. View is from someone standing near 
the side of the car (the driver's side) and looking at Kelly. In the driver's side window it can be seen that
Kelly has a contraption on her steering wheel that locks the steering wheel.  The electric shock startles Kelly.

Kelly (narration) I should've expected that shock.
Given it's happen 3 times already.

Panel 8: Shows underneath the hood of the car. Where the alternator belt
 should be there is a pair of black pantyhose instead. Kelly is pouring a quart
 of oil into the car. 



Scene 4: Kelly drives her car to work at the Home Depot.

Panel 1: Kelly gets out of her car. She is in the Home Depot back parking lot.  Bird's eye view of Kelly getting 
out of her car. There is only other car there. The other car is a red Ford Explorer. Kelly is not parked near the 
Ford Explorer.

Kelly (narration) I learned how the Dodge Omni was made.
From mining the sheet metal to the dealers.

Panel 2: Kelly tries to tip toe her way into the gardening section of the store. Her manager,Mike calls to her 
from off panel. Kelly is slightly startled. 3/4ths view of Kelly. Full body shot of Kelly. Kelly is wearing a button 
up blouse with a hooded sweat shirt over it and a pair of jeans. By this time Kelly's hair should look decent 
but not perfect.

 
Mike (OP)         Kelly! You're early!

        Amazing!

Panel 3: Kelly stops and turns to look behind herself. View is from behind Kelly. Kelly should be looking at 
the reader as if she turned around to look at the reader. Kelly calmly speaks to her manager Mike who is 
again not shown in the panel.

Kelly I'm always on time.
You know that, Mike.

Panel 4: Kelly's manager is standing behind a flamboyant fern. Kelly's manager has an over-zealous look to 
himself. Kelly's manager might as well be called Mr.Depot because he wears a plaid long sleeve button up 
shirt, carpenter's jeans that have white paint splattered all over them and he has a orange "Home Depot" 
apron along with a matching orange baseball cap. Mike also has a Bic pen situated behind his left ear. 

Mike         Right, Missy.
        Even if you come early
        you're not on the clock.

Panel 5: The scene switches to the break room where Kelly is. The room is quite messy and a clock can be 
seen on the wall that reads: 10:15 The room is not very big and would feel cramp if more than four people 
were in there at the same time. There is a modest size table with three chairs around it.

Kelly (OP) One hour early.
I could've showered.

Panel 6: Kelly is standing in the middle of the room. There is a mysterious stain on the chair that makes her 
not want to sit down. Kelly is reluctant to touch anything in the roomy. Someone's half finished jelly doughnut 
is on the table next to a pair sunglasses.

Kelly What a mess.
If I touch anything
I'll probably know where it's been.
And I don't want to know that.

Panel 7: Kelly looks over at a really dirty coffee machine on the counter.  There are coffee stains on the 
counter. The cofee pot is unclean. Flies are buzzing around the coffee machine.

Kelly Note to self:
Stay away from coffee machine.

Panel 8: Kelly notices a Bic pen, in a mug next to the dirty coffee machine and picks it up using two fingers. 
The mug reads "Five Hours"

Kelly So is there anything
NOT diseased in this room?
Maybe that pen.



Scene 5: 

Panel 1: Kelly writes on an old receipt the word "Wave" with a large W and V. The other letters are short and 
squatty. The receipt is from a burger joint franchise called "Jack in the Box."  On the receipt someone had 
ordered two tacos for $.99  and a Jumbo Jack also for $.99. 

Sfx scribble scribble

Panel 2: Kelly puts the Bic pen behind her ear as she looks at what she wrote on the receipt. Kelly smiles 
confidently. In the background a overhanging conventional microwave oven can be seen that reads "Five 
Hours" on the display. Kelly wears the Bic pen for the rest of the comic.

Kelly (narration) Just like Mike.
I could be a forger.

Panel 3: The scene jumps forward and Kelly is behind the register.  The customer is feeling impatient that 
Kelly is taking so long. Kelly is holding a five dollar bill in the air and staring at it pretending as if she was 
checking to see if it's counterfeit but she is actually just learning about where it's been. The customer is a 
middle aged woman with too much makeup and wearing high heels. The middle aged woman is buying a
economy size pack of double A generic brand batteries. 

CAP Three hours later

Kelly (narration) You'd be surprised where a dollar's been.
If only I had more time to listen to these bills.

Panel 4: A few men carrying Sturmgewehr 57  assault rifles and wearing black face masks with eye and 
mouth holes are running through the store. The impatient middle aged female customer is now on the floor 
with her hands fashioned with matching gaudy bracelets above her head Other customers and staff are 
panicking and screaming. Even Mike hides behind a shopping cart. Kelly just stands behind the register as if 
this happens all the time.

Kelly (narration) All this commotion.
Just like the alarm clock.

Panel 5: A policewoman holding a 9mm pistol runs towards Kelly while telling  everyone to stay calm. The 
policewoman holds the gun with both hands The policewoman is in full uniform. Even the hat and badge.

 

Policewoman Everyone stay calm!
Stay down and don't panic!

Panel 6: Shows Kelly staring towards the direction of where the police woman would be. Spots of blood are 
scattered on Kelly's pale face. Panel focuses on Kelly.

Kelly (narration) For a moment I thought
  that my own head exploded.



Scene 6: 

Panel 1: Kelly is sitting on the ground behind the register scared out of her wits. The dead policewoman is 
lying right in front of Kelly. Kelly has her hands placed over her ears. Worms eye view. The corpse of the 
dead policewoman is closer to the reader than Kelly is. The policewoman's pistol is next to her.

Kelly (narration) My ears were ringing like mad.
And I thought I was going mad.

Panel 2: Kelly picks up the policewoman's pistol. Kelly is staying low to the ground. Kelly's right hand is 
placed in the puddle of blood near the policewoman's head.

Kelly (narration) No wonder they call her
The Pistol Master...

Panel 3: Kelly is aiming the gun at one of the men with rifles and black face masks. View is from Kelly's 
perspective. Should look like a first person shooter. Kelly uses both hands for the gun just like the police 
woman.

Kelly (narration)           Line up the sights.
          Exhale. Squeeze the trigger.

Panel 4: The man with rifle and black face mask falls back as he shot dead. Kelly had shot him in the head 
right between the eyes.  Behind the man with the rifle and black face mask are some lawnmowers.
There is a large sign that reads "Five Hours" near the lawnmowers.

Kelly (narration) It was old news to me.
20 years of experience

             learned in just one moment.

Panel 5: Shows a glass window shattering. Outside the glass window an mock advertisment is shown that 
reads "Five Hours"

Kelly (narration) 5 hours ago, I was another poor girl
 working her way through college.

Sfx Shatter!

Panel 6: Shows Kelly in a profile view aiming the gun. Panel cuts off at Kelly's stomach. The register can be 
seen and the display reads in small font "Five Hours"

Kelly (narration) Now, I'm a skilled shooter
and I just killed a man.

Panel 7: Shows one of the men with a rifle and  black face mask aiming at Kelly's head from behind. 
View is from in front of Kelly with the black face mask guy in the background. Focus should be on the black 
face mask guy. This particular masked gunman is wearing a black long sleeve shirt that reads "Five Hours"

Kelly (narration) So much for a new alarm clock.
The bullet nicked the pen behind my ear
 before entering my own skull.

Panel 8: Sihoultte of Kelly falling forward as her head explodes from the gun shot. Profile view. Only Kelly is 
in sihoulette. Everything else should be normal. A yellow cone that should normally read "Caution Wet Floor" 
instead reads "Times Up."

  
Kelly (narration) The bullet was made

in Akron, Ohio.
 

The end


